THE BESTLINGTON EVER !
I remembered a time when I did my oral presentation in school. When I started to
present, some of my friends laughed at me. They made me feel so embarrassed and so bad.
Suddenly, I pointed to them and yell “cut it out”. My teacher and my classmates stared at
me. Haha, I had a reflex action at that time... It was so unexpected!
After my SPM examination, I thought I would be spending my entire holiday
staying at home doing nothing. Therefore, I decided to attend an
English class. At first, I felt this class would be boring and I will learn the same thing like in
school. However, I am so wrong about it.
Before I attend the class, my English was so bad. I’m shy especially to
communicate with others in English. I also have low self – confidence and
prefer to keep quiet rather than speak out my mind. However, I have found the new me
when I attended the class. I can communicate with my friends in
English without hesitation even though my English and communication skills were not so
good. I also can speak my mind and have high self-confidence. There are lots of things
that I’ve learned in Brillington such as how to do the CV letter, Cover Letter, attend the
interview sessions and many more.
My classroom teacher, Mr. David is very friendly, helpful, energetic,
creative and a very happy person. He helps me a lot in improving my
pronunciation and also always gave us lots of advice. I am so happy to have him to be my
teacher. In addition, I have lots of new friends which they are very helpful, friendly, funny,
and kind. I am free to talk to them in
English as they will not laugh at me when I made mistakes.
I LOVE THEM SO MUCH! =)
I am very glad and feel so lucky that I found Brillington,
the best language centre ever. I also would love to give thanks
to all of the staff and teachers who are very friendly and helpful.
I will never ever forget a moment I have here.
To all the future school leavers, don’t misjudge this
language centre. There are lots of fun and things that you will
learn here. One word I can describe about it, it was

FUN, INSPIRING, CHALLENGING & REAL!!!
NUR LIYANA BT LOKHMAN HAKIM

